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1. Overview FOP uses XSL-FO as input. It is the responsibility of the user to make sure that the XSL-FO submitted to FOP is correct. The tutorial items presented here are not comprehensive, but are of the FAQ variety. Another good FAQ is Dave Pawson's XSL FAQ.



2. XML Issues 2.1. Special Characters When entering special (non-ASCII) characters in XML, the general rule is to use the applicable Unicode character instead of trying to use a character entity as you would with HTML. Remember that HTML is an SGML document type. SGML has a limited character set, which requires it to use character entities to represent special characters. One of the improvements of XML over SGML (and thus HTML) is native support for Unicode. Basic XML has only a handful of character entities, primarily because it doesn't really need more. Entities such as ü (u with an umlaut), which work in HTML, will be flagged as undefined entities unless you define them yourself in your DTD. Use the corresponding Unicode character instead. A list of predefined HTML entities and their Unicode codepoints can be found at Character entity references in HTML 4. One common example is  , used to obtain a non-breaking space in HTML. In XML, use   instead. For other non-ASCII characters, such as the Euro symbol, checkbox, etc., see the Unicode Reference By Name document that is found at the Unicode Consortium site. After finding the correct Unicode codepoint to represent the character, use XML Character References to put the character into your source XML, XSLT or FO. See the non-breaking-space comments above for an example of the syntax using decimal notation. The following hexadecimal example will result in a Euro sign: €



Getting your XML correctly encoded is only part of the job. If you want the character to display or print correctly (and you probably do), then the selected font must contain the necessary glyph. Because of differences between font encoding methods, and limitations in some font technologies, this can be a troublesome issue, especially for symbol characters. The FOP example file Base-14 Font Character Mapping is a very useful resource in sorting these issues out for the Base-14 fonts. For other fonts, use font editing sofware or operating system utilities (such as the Character Map in most Windows platforms) to determine what characters the font supports. An alternative to encoding the character and making it available through a font is to use an embedded graphic to represent the character: GIF, PNG, SVG, etc.
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2.2. Entity Characters The handful of basic XML character entities that do exist are the ampersand, apostrophe, less-than, greater-than, and single-quote characters. These are needed to distinguish markup tags from content, and to distinguish character entities from content. To avoid parser complaints about illegal characters and entities in your input, ensure that ampersands in text and attributes are written as &, "" as >. It is not necessary everywhere, but it is wise to do so anyway, just to be sure. Most XML parsers will provide a line number and sometimes a column number for offending characters. Review the XML Specification or a good tutorial for details of the XML file format.



2.3. Encoding Issues If the parser complains about illegal bytes or characters in the input, or there are unexpected characters in the output, this is usually the result of a character encoding problem. See the XSL FAQ for additional information. Many software packages that produce XML, including XSLT processors, use UTF-8 encoding as a default. If you view their output with something not aware of the encoding, like Notepad for Win95/98/ME/NT, funny characters are displayed. A Å is a giveaway.



3. XSLT Issues 3.1. Current Date and Time XSL-FO does not currently have a function for retrieving the current date and time. However, in some cases, XSLT can be used to place the current date and time into the XSL-FO document as it is generated. One possibility is to use the exslt date and time extension. Another possibility is to use java or javascript (or perhaps some other language). Here is an example, using java, that works with Xalan. First, create the appropriate namespace: 
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BALANCED LINE INPUT SWITCH 

two inputs and thus permits fast and simple comparison between signals or connection of ... As a result of PALMER's policy of continuous product improvement, tech- ... product type: switcher type: passive switching function: input switcher number of 
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jfet-input operational amplifiers 

electrical characteristics, VCCÂ± = Â±15 V ...... safeguards should be provided by the customer to minimize inherent or procedural hazards. TI assumes no liability ...
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LF357 JFET Input 

n Offset adjust does not degrade drift or common-mode rejection as in most monolithic ... Thermal Resistance (Typical) Î¸JA. H-Package (Still Air). 160ËšC/W. 160ËšC/W. 160ËšC/W. H-Package (400 ..... This datasheet has been download from:.
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Liasse fiscale INPUT SALES FORCES 

AK. Avances et acomptes sur immobilisations incorporelles. AL. AM. Terrains. AN. AO .... 596 940. 261 631. 2 653 156. 1 006. 226 042. 6 272 769. 10 155 607.
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MULTIFUNCTION EXPANDABLE 8-INPUT GATE 

typical temperature coefficient for all VDD = 0.3%/Â°C values, all input rise and fall ... 2.54. 0.100 e3. 17.78. 0.700. F. 7.1. 0.280. I. 5.1. 0.201. L. 3.3. 0.130. Z. 1.27.
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DM74LS30 8-Input NAND Gate 

mA. IOL. Low Level Output Current. 4. 8. mA. TA. Free Air Operating Temperature. âˆ’55. 125. 0. 70. ËšC. Note 1: The â€œAbsolute Maximum Ratingsâ€� are those values ...
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Cascaded input IP3 calculation - F6CSX 

Use the linear terms for IP3 and Gain in the above equations, not the decibel form, ie.: IP3. 2. Gain. 2. IP3. 1. Gain. 1. IP3. 3. Gain. 3. IP. TOT. 1. 1. IP3. 1. -----------.
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74F153 Dual 4-Input Multiplexer 

Side B Data Inputs. 1.0/1.0. 20 ÂµA/âˆ’0.6 mA. S0, S1. Common Select Inputs. 1.0/1.0. 20 ÂµA/âˆ’0.6 mA. Ea. Side A Enable Input (Active LOW). 1.0/1.0. 20 ÂµA/âˆ’0.6 mA.
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TRIPLE 3-INPUT NOR GATE 

Typical temperature coefficent for all VDD value is 0.3 %/Â°C. Symbol ... 2.54. 0.100 e3. 15.24. 0.600. F. 7.1. 0.280. I. 5.1. 0.201. L. 3.3. 0.130. Z. 1.27. 2.54. 0.050.
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MULTIFUNCTION EXPANDABLE 8-INPUT GATE 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESCRIPTION OF â€�Bâ€� ... the device at these orany other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification.
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MULTIFUNCTION EXPANDABLE 8-INPUT GATE 

STANDARDIZED SYMMETRICAL OUTPUT. CHARACTERISTICS .5V, 10V, AND 15V PARAMETRIC RATINGS .INPUT CURRENT OF 100nA AT 18V AND 25Â°C.
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SN74LS86 Quad 2-Input Exclusive OR Gate 

M SUFFIX. CASE 965. 14. 1 http://onsemi.com. Device. Package. Shipping. ORDERING INFORMATION. SN74LS86N. 14 Pin DIP. 2000 Units/Box. SN74LS86D.
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Quadruple 2-Input Positive-OR Gates - HxC2001 

Jul 11, 2015 - NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters. ... Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary ... Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters ... logic.ti.com.
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Quadruple 2-Input Positive-NOR Gates 

Jul 11, 2015 - JM38510/00401BCA. ACTIVE. CDIP. J. 14. 1. TBD. A42. N / A for Pkg Type. -55 to 125. JM38510/. 00401BCA. JM38510/00401BDA. ACTIVE.
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LOW-POWER JFET-INPUT OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

Input bias currents of a FET-input operational amplifier are normal junction reverse currents, which are ..... IC PREAMPLIFIER RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS.
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Properties of Finite Response Input Sequences of 

often need to describe the finite response sequence with a certain Ham- ming weight. Then, different properties of finite response input sequences are presented ...
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SN74LS298 Quad 2-Input Multiplexer with Storage 

four bits of data from two sources (ports)under the control of a Common ... IOL = 4.0 mA. VCC = VCC MIN, ... CONTROLLING DIMENSION: INCH. 3. DIMENSION ...
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simulations of diverse input attenuators - F1FRV 

50 W Power Resistor, Thick Film Technology, TO-220. FEATURES ... The special design of this component allows the dissipation of 50 W when mounted.
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74F02 Quad 2-Input NOR Gate 

âˆ’30 mA to +5.0 mA. Voltage Applied to Output in HIGH State (with VCC = 0V). Standard Output. âˆ’0.5V to VCC. 3-STATE Output. âˆ’0.5V to +5.5V. Current Applied ...
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Dual 4-input multiplexer HEF4539B MSI 

Jan 1, 1995 - January 1995. 2. Philips Semiconductors. Product specification. Dual 4-input multiplexer. HEF4539B. MSI. DESCRIPTION. The HEF4539B is a ...
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Interaction between afferent input from fingers in 

We recorded somatosensory evoked magnetic fields from eight healthy subjects with a 122-channel whole-scalp SQUID ... SSDI 0006-8993(95)00424-6 ... bly reflecting activation of cytoarchitectonic areas 5 or 7 ... N. Forss et aL /Brain Research 685 (19
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Single and Dual Input Analyzers - ABB Group 

As a part of ABB, a world leader in process automation technology, we offer customers .... Note. This Supplementary User Guide contains information specific to PROFIBUSÂ®-DP-enabled AX400. Series analyzers and must be read in conjunction with ... fre
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8 din digital input panel meter - Main 

in output cards allow the opportunity to configure the meter for present ...... display contrast / viewing angle will actively adjusts up or down as the levels.
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Triple 3-Input Positive-NOR Gates - GROBOTRONICS 

Pb-Free. (RoHS). CU NIPDAU. N / A for Pkg Type. SN74LS27N3. OBSOLETE. PDIP .... Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications. Amplifiers.
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